EDITORIAL

There’s a missed anniversary I forgot
103 Journals and I’ve done the lot
But from the 79th, it must be said
I have been helped by dear old Fred

WINTER 2017

The anniversary of producing a hundred Journals is not the only thing I forgot, On the last
Journal I also forgot the two lines of doggerel I always start the Editorial with, never mind there’s
four lines this time to make up. I see in Newsletter no 24 which came out in the spring of 1992 I
wrote “Andrew Brooks has been Editor since the Newsletter started in 1981, and a few weeks ago he
phoned me up asking if I would like to take over, as he felt the time had come to have a rest.” I stated
that I aimed to produce four a year which I have done, I didn’t know then I would still be doing it 25
years later. But it has to be said I wouldn’t have kept doing it if I hadn’t enjoyed it.
I would go as far as to say that a good Journal is essential to the well-being of any
organisation like us that does not have weekly or monthly meetings, after all for most of our members
it’s all they get for their subscription.
I must break off here as the phone has just rung it was Fred, he is going home on the 1st of
November, I was able to read out to him the four lines of doggerel I had just composed, now back to
the Editorial.
My involvement with producing monthly newsletters goes back a long long time, to the days
when I was courting my wife to be. I met Nancy through our involvement in angling, at that time she
was the un-official assistant secretary to her father who was Secretary of an angling club. I can
remember going round to their house just before Christmas in 1952 when she had a pile of front
sheets for the newsletter of her club the South Norwood Angling. Club. Nancy, her father and I each
had a small pot of a water colour and a small paint brush and we spent the evening colouring in a red
Father Christmas and green fir trees.
Way back then (about 65 years ago) she did the duplicating with a shallow tray filled with a
jelly like substance, A sheet of foolscap (before A4) would be filled with text which would then be
laid face down on the jelly. The ink would be transferred to the jelly and then clean sheets of paper
would be laid on the jelly and the image was transferred to the paper. A number of sheets could be
done before the impression became too weak to read.
Nancy’s claim to fame in the angling world is that she was the first woman to ever get
selected to compete in the National Angling Championship, against over 1,000 men anglers. My
other son Michael is carrying on the angling tradition in our family and tells me he has caught 5 carp
over 30 lbs in weight in the last couple of months, which is an incredible feat.
You will see in this journal that our convention has now taken place, and I would like to
thank both Don and Derek for writing up reports of our A.G.M. and displays of these. It is nice to see
that some of who I still regard as our newer members are building up some very creditable collections
and are willing to display their treasures. We had thirteen members at our meetings, although only
nine stayed on the Saturday night for our annual dinner. Jean Osborne phoned me the other day and
during the conversation said she hopes to come down for next year’s convention.
One of our members David Ogden is doing some research into Newfoundland postcards that
were available at the British Empire Exhibition and would like to hear from anybody has any post
cards published by Dicks or Knowlings especially if they have Wembley stamps or Wembley
Exhibition post marks proving they were posted at the exhibition. Please add to those two publishers,
Ayre & Sons also of Newfoundland. I would appreciate scans of the front and back and I will see he
gets it. I will publish in the next Journal a list of Dicks Newfoundland from David, and I hope by then
there will be some additions from members.
The Editors
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Anchor Line and Anchor Donaldson Line.
by
Mike Perkins

Anchor Donaldson Line.

Athenia.

Built in 1923 by Fairfield Shipbuilding & Engineering Co. Ltd., of Glasgow. 13,465 gross
tonnage and 526 feet long. A Cunard ‘A’ class ship, the twin-screw turbine steamer Athema had
features in common with contemporary Anchor and Cunard Line vessels. She was best known for her
tragic end; torpedoed without warning by U30 within 7 hours of the out break of WWII on the 3rd of
September 1939 whilst on a routine voyage from Liverpool to Montreal. The loss of 93 passengers
and 19 crew was a grim foretaste of what unrestricted submarine warfare had in store.

Cassandra.

T. T. S. “Athenia”

T. S. S. “Cassandia”

Built in 1906 by Scotts Shipbuilding & Engineering Co. Ltd., of Greenock. 8,135 gross
tonnage and launched 27 June for the Donaldson Line. Transferred to Anchor - Donaldson Ltd. in
December 1916. Transferred back to Donaldson Line in 1925 renamed Carmia, and converted from a
passenger vessel to a livestock and general cargo earner. In December 1929 she was sold to A
Bernstein of Germany and renamed Drachenstein. Broken up at Keil by Deutsche Werk AG in 1934.

Saturnia.

Built in 1910 by Charles Connel & Co. Ltd., of Glasgow. 8,611 gross tonnage and 456 feet
long. One of four ships transferred from the Donaldson Line to the newly formed Anchor-Donaldson
Line in 1916. This joint venture operated passenger services from Glasgow to Canadian ports.
Satumia survived WW1 and was sold for breaking up at Genoa in 1928.
As mentioned earlier, Cunard took over Anchor Line in 1911, and it was fortuitous that both
lines used names for their ships ending in “—ia”, so that when Cunard borrowed an Anchor Line ship
for one of its services, the public would still think that the ship was a Cunarder by its name.

T. S. S. “Satumia”
There is a collectable variety in the blue overprint applied to the backs of the Anchor Line and
Anchor-Donaldson Line cards issued for the British Empire Exhibition. I have not yet got all of the
cards in both varieties, but from the ones that I do have I believe that three settings were used to print
the overprint, so that the variety should be present on all of the Anchor Line cards. One setting was
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used for the 34 dot type, and two slightly different settings were used for the 34 no dot type. The two
dies can easily be distinguished by the position of the comma after ‘EXHIBITION’ relative the word
‘Bay’ on the line below. In Type A the comma lies above the letter ‘a’, and in Type B the comma lies
above the letter ‘y’.

Type A with dot closer lines

Type B no dot spaced out lines

I have had several E-mails from David Ogden who is keeping me up to date with his new
finds. He mentions my up-dated listing of Imperial Airways of September 2015, and I will explain
what he means by that. For some time I have been playing with the idea of publishing a series of
monographs on various subjects. I have come to realise that there are a lot of subjects that are just not
popular enough to warrant the cost of publishing a book, but each subject could be published as a C-D
which is something I could do in house, reasonably priced with any profits going to the study group.
One of the subjects would be on the Imperial Airways Wembley cards, another would be on
what I am at present working on a 90 page listing of Ballymaclinton post cards of which I have about
300. Peter Denley has lent me his collection of Ballymaclinton for me to go through. Another subject
I should like to cover is the Malay Pavilion cards printed by Houghton Butcher for the Malay
Government and distributed at Wembley. I have about 1,200 of them, and with a collection that large
it follows that I probably know more about Malay Pavilion cards than anyone else and it is unlikely
anyone will ever catch me up. Thanks to the response from members I now have records of 49
different 1924 Wembley maps and again I feel there should be made available a full listing of these
for other collectors. The Ideal Home Exhibition and the Royal Tournament are other subjects that I
have done a lot of work on, and should be made available. C-D’s may be the answer. I should be
interested to hear comments from our members about this idea.
From David Ogden, Dear Bill
We corresponded towards the end of 2015 on the Imperial Airways Pilot cards. I have three
possible new “finds” to report (references to your updated listing of September 2015)
Pilot No 6 - W (Walter) Rogers
Your list contains one card with ‘For Address Only.’ (with dot), ‘“REAL PHOTOGRAPH"
POSTCARD.’ (with dot), ‘P’ over ‘OT’, ‘A’ under ‘k’ and large (33mm) ‘CARTE POSTALE’.
I have recently bought a card which appears to me identical apart from the fact that the “dot” after
'POSTCARD' is absent. This may, of course, just be a “dry print” at the end of the line, although the
inking of “POSTCARD” is firm. A scan of the back is attached.
You will recall that I previously sent you details of a “Rogers” card (Tuck) with ‘POST
CARD NO. 1A/C/24’ at the bottom (in place of The Safest in the World”), and details of a “Rogers”
card by unknown printer.
Pilot No 1 - F (Frederick) Dismore
I now have an example of this by unknown printer. This has a white border and is “vertical”
right, like the other “unknown printer” Pilot cards. Front and back scans attached. The note on the
back says: “Pilot of GEBMS when she fell into the Channel with 10 passengers on 21.10.26. No loss
of life, but plane lost." G-EBMS was a Handley Page W10. The following report is from Flight
Magazine dated October 28th 1926:
“The aircraft was mid-way over the Channel when the starboard engine failed. The aircraft
slowly lost speed and height the pilot managed a tail up landing on the sea. The passengers and crew
climbed out of the emergency exit in the roof of the aircraft. At the time of landing there was not a
boat in sight. Gradually the aircraft began to sink at the nose the rising water forced the occupants
towards the tail. Then two fishing smacks were seen rushing to the rescue having cut their gear adrift
to do so. The 1st to arrive was the Invicta who took off 10 of occupants the second smack came
alongside and took off the other two. The mail and some other cargo was also salvaged. The only
casualty was a Pomeranian dog belonging to one of the women passengers. They were immediately
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taken to Folkestone.’’
Pilot No ?? - W (William) Armstrong
I now have an example of this by unknown printer. This has a white border and is “vertical”
right, like the other “unknown printer” Pilot cards. Front and back scans attached.
The aircraft identity letters “BX” on the underside of the wing indicate that this is G-EBBX, a de
Havilland DH34. The following information is from Wikipedia:
" The 1924 Imperial Airways de Havilland DH.34 crash occurred on 24 December 1924 when de
Havilland DH.34 G-EBBX of Imperial Airways crashed at Purley, Surrey, United Kingdom killing all
eight people on board. The aircraft was operating a scheduled international flight from Croydon,
Surrey, to Paris. France. It was the first fatal accident suffered by Imperial Airways and led to the first
public enquiry into a civil aviation accident in the United Kingdom. ”
Yours, David

W. Rodgers

F. Dismore

W. Armstrong

Pilot No. 13 type A. No details of the back are known of this card as it is an illustration in ‘The Pilots
of Imperial Airways.’ From the fact that there does not seem to be a Tuck trade mark on the front
coupled with a white margin it would appear this card is by an unknown publisher type 1 or 2.
No title. signature of William Armstrong.
Pilot No. 13 type B. ‘Printed in England’ on the right. ‘P’ of ‘Printed’ over and between ‘OT’ of
‘HOTO’. ‘For Address Only.’ ’ is printed in upper and lower case with a dot and without brackets,
‘A’ of ‘ART’ under ‘k’ of ‘Tuck’, without a dot after ‘Postcard’. ‘Carte Postale’ measures 33mm.
No title. signature of William Armstrong.
David Ogden has also sent me an e-mail with a new find in the Catholic Oratory pair of cards.
He has two examples with the small title (1 mm high). One has a matt finish and one has a gloss
finish, which is a new “find”. He has sent me a scan of the type (b) imprint which is also new to me,
and a scan of the two measurements of ‘CARTE POSTALE’. The backs of these two cards are
different, as follows:
(a) Matt finish - ‘FOR ADDRESS ONLY’ without brackets; ‘g’ of ‘Copyright’ over ‘R’ of
‘RAPHAEL’; ‘CARTE POSTALE’ measures 32mm
(b) Glossy finish -'( FOR ADDRESS ONLY)’ with brackets; ‘C’ of ‘Copyright’ over ‘R’ of
‘RAPHAEL’; ‘CARTE POSTALE’ measures 32mm

Type (a) with ‘g’ of Copyright over ‘R’ of Raphael
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Type (b) with ‘C’ of Copyright over ‘R’ of Raphael
So I have decided it is time to up-grade the Catholic Oratory listing.
Catholic Oratory.
Printed by Raphael Tuck & Sons Ltd., sepia R/Photo with white border, the titles come in five
sizes measuring just the words ‘Catholic Oratory British Empire Exhibition, Wembley.’ (Part title)
only. The smallest title measures 50 mm. with small letters 1mm high. Another title with the same
size letters measures 55 mm. or 56.5 mm. a fourth title with larger letters measures 67mm, and the
fifth title with large letters measures 75mm, The cards can have a glossy or matt surface with a brown
back and with the Royal Coat of Arms. There are different settings of the imprint down the side of the
card, type (a) with ‘g’ of Copyright over ‘R’ of Raphael, type (b) with ‘C’ of Copyright over ‘R’ of
Raphael and type (c) with ‘ri’ of Copyright over ‘R’ of Raphael. ‘CARTE POSTALE’ can measure 25
or 32 mm. and as is usual with Tuck’s ‘For Address Only’ comes with and without brackets, and in
this instance type (b) seems to be the only back with brackets. For a two card set that’s a lot of variety.
Catholic Oratory Type 1. Part title measures 50 mm.
Part title in small letters, measures 50 mm. matt finish. Imprint type (a), ‘CARTE POSTALE’
measures 32mm
N.n.
Interior Catholic Oratory, British Empire Exhibition, Wembley.
N.n.
The Catholic Oratory, British Empire Exhibition, Wembley.
Part title in small letters, measures 50 mm. glossy finish. Imprint type (b), ‘CARTE
POSTALE’ measures 32mm. With brackets to ‘(For Address Only)’.
N.n.
Interior, Catholic Oratory, British Empire Exhibition, Wembley.
Catholic Oratory Type 2. Part title measures 55 mm.
Part title in small letters, measures 55 mm. matt finish. Imprint type (c), ‘CARTE POSTALE’
measures 25mm
N.n.
The Catholic Oratory, British Empire Exhibition, Wembley.
Catholic Oratory Type 3. Part title measures 56.5 mm.
Part title in small letters, measures 56.5 mm. glossy finish. Imprint type (c), ‘CARTE
POSTALE’ measures 25mm
N.n.
The Catholic Oratory, British Empire Exhibition, Wembley.
Catholic Oratory Type 4. Part title measures 67 mm.
Part title in large letters, measures 67 mm. glossy finish. Imprint type (c), ‘CARTE
POSTALE’ measures 25mm
N.n.
Interior, Catholic Oratory, British Empire Exhibition, Wembley.
Catholic Oratory Type 5. Part title measures 75 mm.
Part title in very large letters, measures 75 mm. glossy finish. Imprint type (c), ‘CARTE
POSTALE’ measures 25mm
N.n.
The Catholic Oratory, British Empire Exhibition, Wembley.
The difference in size between type 2 and type 3 is so slight, only 1.5 mm, that I gave them a
very close inspection to see if this was a variety caused by the photographic process and not a
different setting and printing. I found that in both of my examples of 2 and 3 the ‘M’ of Wembley is
deformed, when I measured the building that too was slightly larger, indicating the difference is
caused by the enlarging process and they are not different settings. The illustrations below are all
enlarged by the same amount.

Type 1. ‘Catholic Oratory, British Empire Exhibition Wembley’ measures 50 mm
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Type 2. ‘Catholic Oratory, British Empire Exhibition Wembley’ measures 55 mm.

Type 3. ‘Catholic Oratory, British Empire Exhibition Wembley’ measures 56.5 mm.

Type 4. ‘Catholic Oratory, British Empire Exhibition Wembley’ measures 67 mm.

Type 5. ‘Catholic Oratory, British Empire Exhibition Wembley’ measures 75 mm.

Ballymaclinton and George Ithell.
Reprint from an article in Journal No. 42 Autumn 1996
George Ithell died in December 1995. It was known that after he published his book on
Ballymaclinton, he had continued his researches on the subject. Soon after his death Mike Perkins
came to stay with me for a few days and I invited Alan Sabey over and during the conversation we
agreed that his unpublished notes should if possible be purchased by the Study Group, to save the
knowledge being lost or destroyed. This has been done, and the archive containing all of George's
notes, files, two tapes recording an interview with Miss Alice Brown, a descendant of the Brown
family, the owners of McClintons', (on these amongst other things she talks about the Irish Village at
the White City), and a collection of about 100 slides of the pages of his collection is now the property
of the Group. His postcard and postal history collection will eventually be auctioned by Phillips, but it
could well have happened that his notes would not have been saved, now they are safe.
At a much later date I had the tapes that George had recorded transcribed onto C-D’s and one
tape has been published in Journals No. 93 and 94 in 2009. Here is the second tape which is much
shorter.

An interview by Charles Witherspoon a roving reporter
with
Miss Alice G. G. Brown
C. Witherspoon’s comments are in italics.
Here some time ago was actually the biggest soap manufactory in Ireland employing over
100 people but alas the factory doesn’t make soap any more, and that brings me to a lady I have a
date with, Miss Alice Brown a descendant of the people who owned the factory. Miss Brown tell me
something about the history of this very interesting place.
Well it’s a very ancient place actually named after the old church which was supposed to be
founded by St. Patrick however long ago that was.
Now coming to the factory
Well, the factory started about the year 1820 by my Great Grandfather David Brown and he
lived in the village of Donaghmore and he had a grocery shop and the bakery at the top of the village,
and as was the custom then the grocers sometimes made soap for the customers, most of whom made
their own, but there was always a few people who could not make it and so they started making it for
their own customers, and he started in a very small way in the back of the shop
And the very proof of that is when his son and my grandfather was 13 years of age David
Brown died and the young James aged 13 more or less took on the business and made a great success
of it actually.
You must remember some of this you know, when you were a small girl
Oh, very much so our whole lives were in the soap business.
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And your family too your brothers and sister
There were five of us originally I had two brothers the eldest one was killed in the first World
War and the second one died three or four years ago. My sister who had lived with me and a little
brother who died when he was about10
In its heyday how many people did the factory employ?.
Upwards of a 100 at one time because there was a large farm as well as the soap works, run
partly more or less in conjunction.
You must remember something about the process tell me how was soap made
The original McClinton soap was mainly house hold soap, and then the McClinton business
was bought from Mr McClinton who had a soap works in Belfast that would have been about 1895
and McClinton’s soap was always made in the old fashioned way, Originally, that’s to say with
vegetable oils and alkali which was made out of Barilla, which came from the South Mediterranean or
Kelp? which came from Donegal.
What about household soap now?
Well this was made not so particularly and was made from caustic soda and processed at that
time. Most soap factories adopted new processes which were quicker and cheaper. But we for the
toilet soap always stuck to the old methods.
Now we think we are terribly modern and terribly clever and terribly go ahead with our
advertising and promotion, are we as far ahead, what do you think?
Well I don’t know really that we are, certainly my Father and my uncle had quite modern
ideas about advertising, in 1908 there was an exhibition started in London at the White City and they
conceived the idea of having an Irish Village at it.
It was a quite ambitious topic and in addition to showing the soap making process they had
various other industries like hand weaving, nail making, a blacksmiths shop and post office and an
Irish Jaunting Car with outside rides and the Round Tower.
And where was it?
In London at the White City, It was called Ballymaclinton.
Now coming back to Donaghmore and the old days it must have been a very different place to
what it is now
Oh it certainly was, life was much more leisurely than it is now, but there was a lot of hard
work went into the soap making, I can tell you that a lot of people worked very very hard, long hours
and small wages and that sort of thing, as was the custom in those days.
Were there many of what you would call characters about the district ?
Well one of the things I used to hear about was the Doctors who used to be about in my
Grandfathers day Dr Corr and Dr Week and they were followed by Dr McMullen and Dr McClain.
Mrs Corr and Mrs McClain used to help their husbands in the practice and after their husbands died
they just carried on, on their own.
They both had a great reputation for pulling teeth. Mrs Corr at one time is supposed to have
pulled a tooth for the blacksmith and pulled out an inch and a half of jaw bone and then missed the
tooth. I don’t know if it’s true but that’s the story anyhow.

Help wanted to identify two unknown Ballymaclinton post cards

Unknown publisher, Ithell back type XIV, from an illustration in ‘Posted at Ballymaclinton’ by
G. Ithell
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Unknown publisher, Ithell back type XV, from an illustration in ‘Posted at Ballymaclinton’ by
G. Ithell
In ‘Posted at Ballymaclinton’ G. Ithell illustrates two backs of post cards but unfortunately
gives no clue to who the publisher was or even what the title or the picture was. All that can be done
about these is to hope somebody can supply some answers. In the meantime I have published his
reproductions and will not hold my breath. I will make a wild guess and say the top back may be a
picture of a young girl Kathleen Hicks and the bottom scan might be a 1907 Dublin exhibition card.
I have spent hours checking the backs of all of my exhibition cards and cannot find a single
example of either of these two backs, so if anyone can give me any information on them I shall be
most grateful. The only clue I can offer is since they are reported by G. Ilhell they must be
Ballymaclinton post cards.
One of the great failings of George Ithells book is that while he gives each type of back a
Roman numeral reference number, nowhere in his book does he give the name of a single publisher or
even the title of any of the cards illustrated. Peter Denley and myself have spent hours trying to
identify items illustrated in his book and these two items defeats us, so can someone come up with an
answer, please.
Should any member wish to contact the Post Office museum their new address and details
are,
The Discovery Room The Postal Museum 15-20 Phoenix Place London WC1X ODA
They have also changed their e-mail address for enquiries regarding the collections. The new
email address is archives@postalmuseum.org
Barry Attoe
Discovery Room Manager
The Postal Museum 15-20 Phoenix Place, London WC1X ODA
T: +44 (0)300 0300 700 E: barrv.attoe@postalmuseum.org
Archive enquiries, T: +44 (0)20 8183 0067 E: archives@postalmuseum.org
This week I have contacted both Mike Perkins and Fred Peskett and for the first time in nearly
two years, Mike was able to say “Hello Bill”. Just those two words in nearly two years. My sympathy,
and I am sure the sympathy of all our members goes out to Mike and his family for the terrible
situation they are in, which I unfortunately fear looks now as if it is going to be a permanent state for
them.
Thank goodness the news on Fred is better, he is now home and able to move about in a
wheel chair. He is waiting now for the health service to arrange for a nurse to visit him for
physiotherapy on his legs to enable him to walk again. His permanent tracheostomy has been
successful and when I spoke to him today (26 11 17) his voice with a sound box sounded just like it
did before the operation. Members will remember Fred was actually dead for sixteen minutes while in
hospital where the staff persevered and were able to literally bring him back from the dead.
Kenneth being slightly younger has had no ill after effects whatever after dying at a keep fit
class earlier in the year, where they had resuscitation gear and some hospital people present who knew
how to use it. He now tells me he’s tired of retirement and has decided to start working again.
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EXHIBITION STUDY GROUP A.G.M.
CRYSTAL PALACE 8 October 2017
by
Don Knight

The meeting was opened by Derek Connell who then invited our President to address the
meeting. Bill Tonkin said he had been to see Fred Peskett who is at this time in hospital waiting to go
home. He had been in touch with Mike Perkins wife who had told him that Mike is still very poorly.
Bill wished everyone a good weekend. Chairman Derek Connell then welcomed everyone and asked
the secretary Don Knight to take the meeting. Everyone had had a copy of the Agenda and Minutes
of the last meeting.
Apologies from F. Peskett, M. Perkins, A. Brooks, G. Burr, K. Rumsey and J. Greatrex.
Minutes of 2016 A.G.M. were Proposed D Connell Seconded P Denley and accepted by the
meeting.
Matters Arising Congress 2019 to be held at Warwick, to be advertised. Don Knight said he had
passed on our details to Picture Postcard magazine for publication.
Congress Study Group We had two joint meetings with the Congress Study Group in February and
September at Stampex both went well but could have had more support.
Spring Stampex D. Connell proposed we book a room at the Spring Stampex Seconded by
T. Gazzard accepted by all.
Secretary’s report. Don had been in touch with the 2020 chairman with a suggestion of War
Memorials, but nothing has come of it. In 2011 we produced a cover for the groups 25th
Convention held at Crystal Palace, sponsored a handstamp for the First United Kingdom
Aerial Post. We have some left in stock. Don has now had a Post and Go stamp issued at
Stampex showing the Aero Plane of the 1911 United Kingdom Aerial Post special
handstamp United Kingdom Aerial Post and the special handstamp Hendon Barnet 13
September 2017. Don has 16 Double Handstamp covers at £15 plus £2.00 P/P and 5 Double
Handstamp which are signed by Ramon Goodey Designer of Cover and Peter Lister who
supplied the Royal Mail material for the designing of the souvenir sheet at £25 plus £2.00
P/P. Please contact Don Knight.
Treasure’s report. Kenneth Tonkin handed out copies of the accounts and said that we have a good
balance, a copy of the accounts to be published in the Journal. Kenneth Tonkin has now set
up a new web site and we will keep the other one run by Ken Rumsey, the pass word is with
Mike Perkins. This was agreed by all.
Election of Officers.
Derek Connell goes into his 3rd year as chairman,
Kenneth Tonkin Deputy Chairman,
Don Knight Hon Secretary,
Kenneth Tonkin Treasure,
Committee of 4 Richard West, Terry Gazzard, Ramon Goodey, Bill Tonkin.
Public Relation Officer Ramon Goodey.
Journal Team Bill Tonkin and Fred Peskett.
Web Masters Ken Rumsey and Kenneth Tonkin.
Archivist Bill Tonkin.
Account Checker Andrew Brooks.
Venue for the 2018 Convention 13 and 14 October 2018 at Crystal Palace.
A.O.B.
Ramon Goodey spoke about the Study Group being a member of A.B.P.S. and proposed we become
a member, this was seconded by Kenneth Tonkin and agreed by all.
Peter Denley proposed we become members of the British Thematic Society, this was seconded by
Kenneth Tonkin and agreed by all. It is hoped that this will give the Study Group more
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publicity and bring in new members.
The A.G.M. closed and Don Knight started the display with items from the Wembley Exhibition not
seen before.
The Convention is very informal and displays cover a wide range, you do not have to come
for both days and you will see displays that could be in your collecting range, you can always bring
something from your collection..

Meeting at Stampex with the Congress Study Group
16 September 2017.
by
Don Knight

On Saturday 16 September at the Autum Stampex the Exhibition Study Group was invited by
the Congress Study Group to a meeting where members of both groups put up a display of items and
how they collect. Colin Searle was unable to make the meeting and Alan a member of the C.S.G
welcomed those who had come along to enjoy the displays. With a show of hands seven displays
could be shown.
Don Knight started with the Irish International Dublin Exhibition of 1907, with a Silk card
from the exhibition, along with a selection of postmarks and postcards issued for the exhibition. One
special postcard and envelope, hand painted by B Yamamoto a Japanese Artist.
Alan went on to talk about exhibitions of 1851 and 1872. Then on to display the 1919
Congress with illustrated envelope postmarks and handstamps. The Junior Stamp Exhibition of 1908
held in Manchester.
Ray Goodey showed the 1924-25 British Empire Exhibition Wembley, with postcards,
labels, card for the opening on 23 April 1924, booklet pane advertising the exhibition, a Staff Pass
and Telegraph forms from 1924 and 1925. Card from 1925 which visitors estimated a day’s
attendance and could win £100 if correct.
Trevor showed the 1912 4th Margate Congress with details of the Cliftonville Hotel,
Cinderella labels in six colours, perf and imperf block. Map and accounts.
Derek Connell went on to display and talk on items from the 1923 stamp exhibition, with
covers done by Francis Field and George King. He said how he had bid at auction and won items
from the Francis Kiddle collection and went on to show them. The 1923 stamp exhibition imperf
pairs in six colours, the Aero Singles and doubles, control numbers followed by parts of the original
Dandy Rolls on copper plates used to watermark the paper of the Aero material. He finished with a
copy of the Exhibition Times (1923) and recommended that it should be read.
Don Knight finished with a display of Nurse Cavell, known for her work as a nurse during
the First World War 1914-1918, a card showing her after the Germans had shot and murdered her on
12 October 1915. A view in London when her body was moved from the grave in Brussels and
brought back to England in May 1919 and laid to rest at Norwich Cathedral. Postcards of memorials
to her from around England. He finished showing with silk card of the time.
Alan closed the afternoon by thanking those who had displayed and those who had attended.
Everyone had enjoyed the displays and went away with an insight of what others collect.

REPORT OF OUR 2017 CONVENTION
by
Derek Connell

Once again the Crystal Palace, site of so much entertainment in South London over the years,
experienced the excitement of The Exhibition Study Group's Annual Convention over the second
weekend in October. On the Friday evening Ron Trevelyan rode shotgun while Derek Connell drove
down the Anerley Road from whence they smoothly and successfully liberated half a dozen fish and
chip suppers from a Chinese takeaway run by some very nice Greek people, This was followed by
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much merry-making back at the Athlete's Village.
After breakfast on the Saturday morning, Hon. Sec. Don Knight arrived to kick off
proceedings with a brief but useful A.G.M. (see separate report in this Journal). As tradition has it
Don then put up the first display, starting with some photocopies of British Empire exhibition posters
(the originals would be too big) followed by an eclectic mix of puffer-fish postcards, perfins, poster
stamps and all things philatelic. Don even showed us a 1975 British Philatelic Exhibition souvenir
showing the Wembley stamp with the word "Philatelic" spelt "Philatetic" on the information sheet.
(Check your copy!)
Peter Denley followed with his extraordinary collection of the 1940 Centenary of Postal
Reform and the Penny Black. As early as 1938 Harmers sent out a Christmas card with a suggestion
for a suitable stamp design. The actual stamps (showing Victoria and George VI) were followed by
unusual uses such as the Jersey bisects and a glorious illustrated cover showing two lads hiding
behind a post box watching a man kicking a hat in which they have hidden a brick!
The 1940 Congress was held at Bournemouth along with a Centenary Exhibition, whilst
another event, complete with banquet, was held in London. Peter showed us souvenirs of these events
including Red Cross overprints (with a rare misprint) and a superb menu. The display was concluded
with a comprehensive collection of souvenir sheets produced by various American Philatelic Societies
who held their own events when war prevented them from visiting London.
Next came Ramon Goodey with just a fraction of his extensive collection of Wembley 1924
and 1925. He rang the changes with a selection of ephemera including a staff pass, various telegrams,
South Africa's own printed labels (most were printed here) and the Gregory Brown labels. There were
tickets to the Stadium events and letters and membership forms relating to the Fellowship. Another
interesting item was a letter on headed paper from one of the stand holders but instead of affixing the
usual gummed publicity label, had the details of the Show, and the Wembley Lion printed directly on
to the stationery.
After lunch, Derek Connell told the story of the 1911 First U.K. Aerial Post. He had recently
acquired a few important pieces, so along with the usual flown cards and covers with postmarks from
London and Windsor, we saw the large red invitation to the first day at Hendon, complete with
carriage pass, the programme, some of the violet "privilege" stationery and items signed by all four
pilots.
In 2011, Royal Mail issued a miniature sheet celebrating the centenary of this event. Because
this was also the year of our Group's 25th Convention, we produced a souvenir first day cover,
sponsoring a special handstamp from Crystal Palace. This may seem incongruous as the service was
from Hendon to Windsor, but in fact the event was originally to be staged from Crystal Palace (from
the Festival of Empire) and was only changed when Government legislation banned flying over
crowds. Our remaining covers have now been doubled with a post and go label issued at Stampex
showing one of the aircraft used from Hendon. If you'd like one of these very few items, get in touch
with Don before they're all snapped up!
Now, Melvyn Harrison, Chairman of the Crystal Palace Foundation, showed us an
extraordinary pair of items. Here was the "Crystal Palace at Sydenham" catalogue complete with its
map, envelope and box. Here were illustrations and descriptions of the various exhibits displayed in
the huge glass building as well as facts and figures about the structure itself. But the second item is
even more amazing. It's an annotated version of the same publication, with hand written notes in the
margins, arrows and crossings-out. And when compared, the first book has indeed been printed taking
into account these notes.
Next was the turn of our Honorary Life President, Mr. Bill Tonkin. This year Bill decided to
give us twelve (yes, twelve) frames exclusively on the subject of the Irish village that appeared at so
many exhibitions, Ballymaclinton. It seems that David Brown had bought out Maclinton's soap and
the village primarily was a huge advertisement for this product. Bill's collection of postcards
illustrating the buildings and the "inhabitants" is second to none. One observation I will make
however, is that those Irish Colleens in the artist-drawn pictures are far prettier than the ones in the
real photographs!
Don now slid in an extra display before he had to go. Before our eyes appeared his substantial
collection of the Royal Mail products of "Europhilex" , the 2015 European Philatelic Exhibition held
to celebrate the 175th anniversary of the Penny Black. We sponsored one of the publicity cards
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(illustrating the 1940 misprinted miniature sheet shown earlier by Peter) and Don showed us examples
of the special handstamps in use for each date of the show. Modern versions of the Penny Black and
the Twopenny Blue were issued, but only the Penny Black was issued in booklet form. But Don left
us with an fdc of a Twopenny Blue booklet! A D. R. Knight Special, surely?!
Ron Trevelyan now jumped up to show us the importance of Trade Fairs. Starting with
medieval events such as the Nottingham Goose Fair and St. Bartholomew's Cloth Fair, Ron moved on
to the advertising labels of Olympia, Earls Court and other venues for Dairy and Cattle Shows, Motor
and Industrial fairs. A trip around the U.K. took us to Scotland and visits to Blackpool and Hartlepool.
Post war brought us "Britain Can Make It" at the Royal Albert Hall in 1948 before Ron finished up
with the Commonwealth and the Rest of the World, from New Zealand to Hon g Kong and Leipzig to
Zambia.
John Swain then skilfully steered the day's displays to a close, telling us that Christopher
Columbus sailed the World, discovering America in 1492. To celebrate the 400th anniversary (plus
one) the United States Columbian World Exhibition was held in 1893. The authorities held a
competition for the right to produce and sell on site, official souvenir "postal cards". These were prepaid cards with illustrations on the reverse. John showed us some excellent examples which turned
out to be only the runners-up! Produced by Girsh and Rochsler they were distributed in New York by
Koehler. But the winners were now revealed to us: beautifully coloured fine art pictures of the
Exhibition buildings including the Palace of Fisheries and the Palace of Agriculture, by Charles Way
Goldsmith.
After a quick spruce-up, many of us, chauffeured by Melvyn and Derek, repaired to a local
tavern for liquid refreshment and bonhomie, before returning for our annual dinner, more liquid
refreshment and more bonhomie At breakfast the following morning it was generally agreed that we
were, 01 the whole, all in fine fettle. Some of us had slept very well indeed.
Kenneth Tonkin started day two off with a splendid display of the 1951 Fest of Britain. Here
were blocks of each stamp, first day covers, envelopes and cards. The use of the two types of
postmarks was explained. Mail posted in boxes on the South Bank site received a slogan cancellation
incorporating Abram Games' Festival logo. Items taken to the Exhibition Post Office for registration
received a special handstamp. Also in use at the counter was a "Ticket Issuing Machine" (T.I.M.)
similar to that of a bus conductor. Kenneth showed us a series of these labels of different values, but
queried their stat (Were they simply rolled out for collectors?) But he also showed us one use on
piece, tied by the Festival parcel post cancellation. At this point Bill nearly spilled his coffee. Kenneth
continued his display with cachets used on the office stationery, examples of the Stamp Mirror
competition winners and various souvenir labels issued for the Greater London Fund for the Blind and
the "On-my-Way" Company.
Derek Connell stayed with the Festival Hall, venue of the 1960 International Stamp
Exhibition, held in conjunction with the 42nd Philatelic Congress of Gr Britain. But first he put up
some commemorative studies of the early Lombi Street Post Office by distinguished philatelist and
famed conscientious objector, Sydney R. Turner. (Courtesy of a founder member of the E.S.G.,
Andrew Brooks.) These were followed by an official fdc of the stamps issuec for the Tercentenary of
the General Letter Office, the cover illustrated with one of Turner's sketches. On the flap, an image of
the Festival Hall shows th this was the first of a plethora of souvenirs including pre-publicity labels,
thi souvenir sheet of famous errors and the large red sheet of Bishopmarks. The latter was
accompanied by a dozen colour trials, proofs and a paste-up fron the late Francis Kiddle collection.
The display concluded with programmes, invitations, menus and tickets for both the Exhibition and
the Congress.
Terry "Gazza" Gazzard now took to the stage with a diverse selection of his latest
acquisitions, starting with a postcard showing a mouth-watering plate of fish and chips. "London is
the Plaice for a holiday" it proclaimed whilst sporting double-dated Franco-British Exhibition
postmarks. There was a card from the United States to the American exhibition in London, a rare
example of an incoming mail. Hot on its heels came five postcards of five different locomotives from
five different exhibitions from Cork to Wolverhampton. Wembley was well represented with a card
showing an unusual view of the Queen's Dolls' House and Terry finished as he had started with the
theme of food. Here was a pull-out card showing a pile of biscuits entitled "Twelve 'Snaps' of
London". Scrumptious!
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The final presentation of our 2017 Convention was left to Melvyn who gave not a display but
a talk about his forthcoming book, "Crystal Palace Park in World War Two". A main point of interest
will be the use of the old Canada Building (from the Festival of Empire) as an internment camp for
stateless people and a place of refuge for French and Belgians. Other subjects will include the taking
down of the water towers, the use of the race circuit and other war time activities on the site. If you
have any information that you feel would be useful, please contact Melvyn at
crvstalpalacefoundation@hotmail.com
So that was about it for another year. We had another round of sandwiches and cups of coffee,
and satisfied to have been part of yet another successful ESG Convention we bade our farewells and
set off for home into the watery Autumn sunshine. See you next year!
After so long you would have thought that the chances of finding a new Festival of Britain
advertising label was pretty slim, but here’s one tied to a Northern Ireland Festival Ball Programme.

Grand Festival Ball Programme (Reduced in size from 7½ x 5) The programme is specially designed
to accommodate the label which has rouletted edges.

Part contents of the folder, “Some time ago the National Union of Students, in conjunction with the
British Medical Students Association and the International Student Service, decided to raise £50,000
to set up a Sanatorium, in which undergraduates might have facilities for studying while recuperating
from tuberculosis. As part of the effort of the Queen’s University of Belfast, our Working Committee
decided to hold this Grand Festival Ball, the proceeds of which will be given to the Fund.”
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